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Many thanks for inviting me once again to judge at the Maidstone & Medway.  What a shame that the 

weather made it such a task for the Show Team for the second year running and resulted in a lot of 

empty pens.  Nevertheless everything possible was done by Anne and her team to get everything not 
only completed early but to accommodate those who arrived late or needed to go early.  Well done.  

Sadly there were a lot of missing exhibits in the Foreign Section but those that were present were a 

pleasure to judge.  I also judged the Russian Blue Kitten Class because the allocated judge was not 
able to come. 

AV Original Foreign Premier Male 

GR.PC  LOWELL’S PR. NELSHAN SCARLET PIMPERNEL (33a36) MN 23.2.09  

Devon Rex gentleman of good size and firm feel to him.  Large, low set ears with long tufts, very 
wide at the base.  Brow rounded to flat skull.  Stop could be better.  Short broad wedge.  Level bite.  

Eyes set wide apart, large and oval in shape giving a very good Devon expression.  Good strong 

muzzle, chin falling away a little.  Short, soft coat with good density to mainly rippled waves – well 

covered all over.  Tapered tail of balanced length which is well covered and waved.  Very good size 
and weight.  Handled OK but happier back in his pen.  

AV Original Foreign Grand Premier Female 

GR. PC RAVENSCROFT’S PR. GOLUBOI ELANEC (16a) FN 8.4.02  Gentle Russian 

Blue female of good size and weight.  Short wedge.  Flat skull, good angle and short almost straight 
nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Showing some whisker pads.  Almond shaped eyes just a little deep 

set and of clear bright green.  A little difficult to make her hold her ears up today and they could be a 

little bigger.  Very soft dense double coat which is sound at the base with a good overall silvery sheen.  

Balanced length tapered tail.  Handled very well – very friendly. 

Russian Blue Kitten Female 

1
st
 & BOB Curtis’Curtilla Czara (16a) F 22.3.10  Young female of super size and weight.  

Large vertically set ears.  Eyes a little deep set and looking slightly rounded today.  Very good deep 

green in colour.    Flat skull and good angle to almost straight nose.  Level bite.  Chin of good depth 
but falls off a little.  Shortish wedge with nice whisker pads. Coat is a slightly darker than medium 

blue and fairly sound at the base.  Quite good density to double coat.  Long tapered tail.  Nice Russian 

expression and “smile”!  Overall a nice kitten. 

Miscellaneous 

AV Foreign Junior Adult 

1
st
 FERGUSON’S CH. MESKHENET SEKHMET (78 30s) F 27.11.09  Egyptian Mau female 

of good size and weight.  Head is a slightly rounded wedge of medium length.  Rounded muzzle.  
Level bite and very good depth of chin.  Well set medium sized ears.  Large, rounded oval eyes of 

gooseberry green colour.  Short coat, close lying, dense and resilient to the touch.  Long tapered tail.  

Random spotted pattern on body. Silver ground colour, denser colour to spotting on lower half of her 
body. 

2
ND

 MERCIER-SAUNDERS’ PANTHERAJEDI ATLAS (76 20) M 4.3.10 Marbled Bengal 

male.  Dense black pattern to his coat which is soft and silky with good density.  Very well defined 
pattern.  Medium wedge, slightly longer than its width.  Broad nose.  Eyes more almond in shape than 

desired but of good green colour.  Long tapered tail. 



3
RD

 YOUNG’S LARKSONG MADALYNN (16a) F 15.7.09  Rather timid young Russian girl.  

Large vertically set ears.  Short wedge, shows some whisker pads.  Eyes looking a little round but of 
good green colour.  Short, soft coat but lying a bit flat today 

AV S.H. Senior Adult 

1
ST

 CROWTHER’S PRIDYKATS DANNY OCEAN (16) M 15.5.06  Lovely mature looking 

British Blue boy who was very gentle to handle.  Very strong masculine head, round face with full 

cheeks and some jowls.  Short, thick neck.  Large, well rounded eyes of deep gold colour.  Medium 
blue coat which is sound at the base.  Coat is short, dense and crisp.  Medium length thick tail with 

rounded tip. 

2
ND

 COLLINS LUBIMIYEH BIYSTRA (16a) M 5.2.08 Russian Blue male with large well set 

ears.  Eyes slightly small and deep set but of good green and almond shape.  Slightly longer wedge.  

Flat skull, angle, slight nose bump.  Level bite.  Short, soft coat which has good density and is quite 
plushy.  Long tapered tail – slight fault at the tip. 

3
RD

 CONWAY’S PAMPURRED FINN MCCOOL (TICA CH) (16) M26.7.08  Another nice 

British Blue – gentle and very easy to handle.  Round head shape with small neat ears fitting nicely 
within the head.  Round amber eyes.  Short straight nose with slight break in profile.  Good firm chin.  

Short, thick strong legs and paws.  Thick tail.  Short, very dense paler blue coat which is sound 

although slightly soft in texture. 

AV Debutante Foreign Kitten 

1
ST

 ERGIS’ SUMERJIZ ALANIS (72 45bq) M 22.7.10  Chocolate Ticked Asian.  A very sweet 

baby with typical Asian look.  Lovely short satin-like coat lying close to the body.  Distinct nose 

break to sort nose.  Level bite.  Balanced length tapered tail.  Lovely eye shape and set.  Clear facial 
markings and good ticking to coat.  

2
ND

 BENNETT’S REXIVEL ENA SHARPLES (84 31t) F 14.8.10  Tiny Sphynx baby but 

definitely looked the part already.  Really large hears held a little high at the moment.  Lemon shaped 
eyes.  High cheekbones, wrinkled top of head.  Fine limbs and oval paws with long slender toes.  

Slight peachy feel to her skin.  Slight amount of allowable fur on nose and muzzle. 

3
RD

 EGAN’S ZAWADI SHAKAWA (76 30) M 13.8.10  Brown Spotted Bengal.  A young boy 

who handled well.  Very soft coat still slightly kittenish at the moment.  Dark brown spotting with 

rosetting.  Ears, quite large and held slightly high at the moment.  Long rather fine tail, tip held a little 
tense. 

 

 

 


